PRODUCT
SELECTOR

FAÇADE &
ROOF SYSTEMS

INTRODUCING BENCHMARK
A turning point in building design
BENCHMARK is an architectural range of façade and
roof systems that has been designed using insulated
panel technology.
BENCHMARK brings together all the building
envelope’s elements to help create stunning
architectural façades and roofs in exciting colours,
textures and finishes, whilst meeting clients’
expectations in terms of costs, speed and energy
performance.
The whole range has been fully tested and is backed
by the BENCHMARK Total Guarantee.
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ENGINEERED
FAÇADE SYSTEMS
The following pages have been designed to make it
quick and easy to select and create your complete
wall solution. Simply choose the Engineered System
that best suits your project and finish with your
preferred façade option from our wide selection.

ENGINEERED SYSTEMS
BENCHMARK Engineered Systems have been
designed to display a large range of metallic and
non-metallic façade options. BENCHMARK
Engineered Systems, BENCHMARK Konnect,
BENCHMARK Karrier and BENCHMARK Wall
Liner all utilise the same advanced insulated panel
technology that delivers a high performance envelope,
and at the same time eliminating complexities in
design and build. Once installed the building is fully
weathertight, allowing internal fit-out to commence
and removing the façade from the critical path.
Manufactured under quality systems certified to
BS EN ISO 9001: 2008 (Quality Management) and
ISO 14001: 2004 (Environmental Management), these
systems are available with a single point guarantee,
transferable to the building owner. The above systems
can be installed on to a timber, concrete or steel
framework.
For more details and technical information on your
chosen solution, please refer to the BENCHMARK
website.

Project: Quartermile, Edinburgh
Product: BENCHMARK Konnect Engineered Façade System

www.kingspanbenchmark.com/products/engineered-facadesystems/engineered-systems
0800 970 9036 (UK) +353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland)
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BENCHMARK KONNECT
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / ENGINEERED SYSTEM

BENEFITS
• Shortened time on site due to:
		- The modules perform as a monolithic wall eliminating
		 the need for secondary steelwork
		- The modules can be installed and fixed internally
		- No requirement for scaffolding when installing this system
		- Multi spanning modules, up to 7.2 metres in length
		 ensuring rapid enveloping
		- Fast route to internal fit-out
• BBA certified.
• NHBC approved.
• Reduced on-site labour costs.
• Reduced risk on site.
• Reducing building weight.
• Available with a wide range of secret fix and
face fix façade options.

The revolutionary BENCHMARK Konnect System is a factory
pre-engineered multi-spanning module that has excellent
thermal, structural and fire performance.

• Thinner construction due to high performance
insulated panel technology.
• U-values as low as 0.091 W/m²K are achievable.

BENCHMARK Konnect is a unitised system that can be quickly
lifted into position using a vacuum lifting device from GGR
and fixed internally. This can eliminate the need for envelope
scaffolding, reduce time on site and make the building watertight
sooner. The façade is removed from the critical path and internal
fit-out can commence further reducing programme time.

• Once installed the module is ready for fit-out of internal
plasterboard and external façade.
• The module provides a cavity for services and mounting
structure for internal plasterboard.
• Suitable for all types of buildings, new build or retrofit,
of any height.

The floor spanning capability makes BENCHMARK Konnect
the perfect solution for the majority of building designs, from
high storey apartment blocks, to offices, hospitals and leisure
facilities. The system also maximises floor area as the module is
fixed to the outside of the structure and not in board, taking up
unnecessary floor space.

• The module is suitable for all BENCHMARK façades.
• Compatible with a wet applied render system and traditional
brick tie system and provides a ventilated cavity ready for
the façade systems.
• Optional pre-fitted glazing.
• Panel joints achieve an air permeability of 0.01m3/hr/m2
at 50Pa.

A comprehensive set of robust and thermally efficient details are
available from the BENCHMARK Technical Department.

• Accredited installer list available.
• Patent pending.
• FireSafe insulation technology.
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BENCHMARK KONNECT
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / ENGINEERED SYSTEM

INSULATION CORE

Fire

The core of the unit is an EcoSafe, environmentally sustainable
PIR insulation which is non-deleterious with zero Ozone
Depletion Potential (zero ODP).

A 100mm thick BENCHMARK Konnect unit was tested with
a Ceramic Tile façade and 12.5mm plasterboard, in accordance
with BS EN 1364-1: 1999, achieving an ‘Inside Out’ fire
resistance of:

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

Insulation: 84 minutes
Integrity: 90 minutes

The maximum unit size is 7.2m* x 3.6m and is interchangeable,
i.e. height x width or width x height. It can span between floor
levels with a maximum single span of 5m. The BENCHMARK
Konnect intelligent design creates a monolithic wall utilising
diaphragm action.

‘Outside In’ resistance of:
Insulation: 94 minutes
Integrity: 116 minutes

* Subject to transportation limits

Acoustics

PERFORMANCE

The system has a predicted single figure weighted sound
reduction Rw = 25 - 50dB, depending on the overall wall
construction.

This system delivers required U-values at half the depth of
built-up insulation, optimising the living space.

For example, a 100mm thick BENCHMARK Konnect System
with a 12.5mm plasterboard achieves a single figure weighted
sound reduction Rw = 36dB, but with a double skin of
plasterboard can achieve Rw = 40dB. For further enhanced
figures, please contact the BENCHMARK Technical Department.

U-Value
Panel
Thickness (mm)
U-value
(W/m2K)
Weight kg/m

2*

100

125

150

175

200

220

0.20#

0.16#

0.13#

0.11#

0.10#

0.091#

24

25

26

27

28

29

Packaging and Off-Loading
The modules are delivered to site laid flat and stacked on top of
each other using timber supports. A bundle of modules can be
off-loaded using a suitable lifting frame, this eliminates need for
access to the top of the bundle. The stack height may be project
specific depending on the lifting frame capability.

U-values calculated to comply with 2010 Building Regulations:
- Building Regulations Approved Documents-Part L2A,
L2B England & Wales.
- Technical Handbooks Domestic and Non-domestic
Section 6 (Scotland)
- Technical Booklet F2 of the Building Regulations Northern Ireland
- Republic of Ireland Building Regulations Technical
Guidance Document L

Adequate edge protectors should be used during off-loading
to ensure no damage to the modules occur due to lifting straps.
Care should be taken to ensure the EPDM and stack joint seals
are not damaged during off-loading and handling. Off-loading is
the responsibility of the cladding contractor or installer.

England & Wales: 0.26 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building wall.
This U-value or better is recommended for compliance and are marked in bold.
Scotland: 0.27 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building wall.
This U-value or better is recommended for compliance and are marked #.
Northern Ireland: 0.37 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building wall.
This U-value or better is recommended for compliance and is highlighted
in grey.
Republic of Ireland:  The recommended wall U-values are dependent on the
method chosen:
Overall Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.37 W/m²K
Elemental Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.27 W/m²K

* Please note that this doesn’t include the support elements, façade support,
internal lining, windows, window support steel or vertical stiffening.
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BENCHMARK KARRIER
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / ENGINEERED SYSTEM

The BENCHMARK Karrier System is a proven factory
engineered building system which comprises individual high
performance insulated panels designed to support the façades.
The panels are available in widths of 600 - 1000mm, making
them ideal for projects with close window arrangements.
The lightweight panels can be manually lifted into position or
can be installed with mechanical handling devices. This option
is extremely flexible and can be considered at design and post
design stages of a project.
The relevant secondary support/railing system required for
the chosen façade is fixed directly to the outer skin of the
BENCHMARK Karrier panel, removing all risk of cold bridging.
The panels can be fixed to a lightweight Steel Framing System
(SFS), available from Kingspan Steel Building Solutions
(www.kingspanprofiles.com). Alternatively, the panels can be
fixed to a braced Kingspan Multibeam purlin and rail system,
available from Kingspan Structural Products & Systems
(www.kingspanstructural.com).
The BENCHMARK Karrier panel is also available in a
LONG SPAN option. This enables the panel to span up to
8m from column to column (dependent on wind loads, please
contact the BENCHMARK Technical Department) or floor to
floor. This build option removes the need for an SFS frame and
allows the designer to introduce a light weight stud and track to
the building if specified.

BENEFITS
• Available with a wide range of secret fix and face fix
façade options.
• The individual insulated panels can be installed either vertically
or horizontally.

A comprehensive set of robust and thermally efficient details are
available from the BENCHMARK Technical Department.

• Suitable for curved elevations and buildings of any height.
• Simple and fast construction.
• Load spanning option is available.
• Easily accommodates openings, penetrations and
complex façades.
• Simple integration with doors, windows, glazing,
louvres and traditional construction materials.
• Airtightness less than 5m3/hr/m2 certainty.
• Single point responsibility - one contractor installing the panel
and façade.
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BENCHMARK KARRIER
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / ENGINEERED SYSTEM

INSULATION CORE
EcoSafe, environmentally sustainable PIR insulation which is
non-deleterious with zero Ozone Depletions Potential
(zero ODP).

AVAILABLE LENGTHS
Standard lengths are from 1.8 to 12 metres. Panels lengths up
to 17 metres are available. Panels less than 1.8m long can be
supplied but are subject to an additional surcharge. These panels
cannot be end lapped.

PERFORMANCE
U-Value
This system delivers required U-values at half the depth of
built-up insulation, making the most of the space available.
Panel
Thickness
(mm)

45

60

70

80

100

120

140

150

U-value
(W/m2K)

0.52

0.35

0.30

0.26#

0.21#

0.18# 0.15#

0.13#

Weight*
kg/m2

10.9

11.5

11.9

12.3

13.1

13.9

15.1

14.6

Acoustics
The system has a single weighted sound reduction
Rw = 25 - 50dB, depending on the overall wall construction.

Note: Please refer to page 7 for U-value compliance.
* Weight of the BENCHMARK Karrier panel only.

An 80mm thick BENCHMARK Karrier panel installed on to
a SFS, with a 12.5mm plasterboard achieves a single figure
weighted sound reduction Rw = 39dB. A double skin of
plasterboard can achieve Rw = 42dB. For further enhanced
figures, please contact the BENCHMARK Technical Department.

Fire
The external and internal faces of the panels are Class 0 in
accordance with the Building Regulation when tested to BS
476-6: 1989 (Fire propagation for products) and BS 476-7: 1997
(Surface spread of flame of products) and have a European fire
classification of B-s2, d0.

Packaging
The individual BENCHMARK Karrier panels are stacked with
weather sheet upwards. Removable hot melt adhesive is laid
between each panel. The top, bottom, side and ends are
protected with polystyrene and timber packing. The entire
pack is then wrapped in polythene. The number of panels in
each pack depends on the thickness and / or length of the
panel specified.
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BENCHMARK WALL LINER
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / ENGINEERED SYSTEM

BENCHMARK Wall Liner is an engineered insulated panel
system that is ideal for fully supporting single-skin metal sheeting
such as zinc, copper, turn-coated stainless steel or more modern
metals like stainless steel and pre-formed aluminum sheeting.
BENCHMARK Wall Liner panels provide a hygienic, high
performing and airtight wall solution. This build option allows
rapid enclosure to the envelope whilst removing the metal
façade from the critical path.
The panels can be fixed to a lightweight SFS, available from
Kingspan Steel Building Solutions (www.kingspanprofiles.com).
Alternatively, the BENCHMARK Wall Liner can be fixed to a
braced Kingspan Multibeam purlin and rail system, available
from Kingspan Structural Products & Systems
(www.kingspanstructural.com).
This Engineered System delivers a superior thermal performance,
achieving U-values as low as 0.091/W/m²K with a 220mm thick
panel.
For further information on BENCHMARK Wall Liner façade
options, please contact the BENCHMARK Technical Department.

BENEFITS
• Safe, quick and easy to install.
• Weathertight solution allows earlier internal fit out while
façade is installed.
• Tongue and groove joint interfit achieves excellent airtightness
performance.
• Achieves U-values as low as 0.09 W/m2K.
• EcoSafe insulation core with zero Ozone Depletion
(zero ODP) achieving BREEAM credit
(Pollution 4: Insulant GWP) 2006 credit.
• A variety of internal liners are available.
• Factory fitted vapour seal.
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BENCHMARK WALL LINER
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / ENGINEERED SYSTEM

INSULATION CORE
EcoSafe, environmentally sustainable PIR insulation which is
non-deleterious with zero Ozone Depletions Potential (zero
ODP) and achieves a Green Guide ‘A+’ rating.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS
Standard lengths are from 1.8 to 12 metres. Lengths of 12 to
16 metres can be supplied but are subject to an additional
transport surcharge.

PERFORMANCE
Thermal Performance
Core
Thickness
(mm)

60

80

100

125

150

175

200

220

U-value
(W/m2K)

0.31

0.25# 0.20# 0.16#

0.14#

0.12#

0.10#

0.09#

Weight
kg/m2

128

13.6

16.4

17.4

18.4

19.1

14.4

15.4

Note: Please refer to page 7 for U-value compliance.

Fire

Acoustics

The external and internal façades of the panels are in
accordance with the Building Regulations when tested to
BS476: Part 6: 1989 (Fire propagation for products) and
BS476: Part 7: 1997 (Surface spread of flame of products)
and have a European fire classification of B-s2, d0.

This panel has a predicted single-figure weighted sound
reduction Rw = 24dB.
Packaging
The panels are stacked with weather sheet upwards. The top,
bottom, side and ends are protected with polystyrene and
timber packing. The entire pack is then wrapped in polythene.
The number of panels in each pack depends on the thickness
and/or length of the panel specified.
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ENGINEERED
FAÇADE SYSTEMS
FAÇADE OPTIONS
METALLICS
BENCHMARK has joined forces with market leading
metal suppliers to provide a wide choice of metallic
façades. Our range extends from modern ACM and
aluminium, to a rustic self weathering Corten Steel.
The majority of our metallic façades are fabricated
at our Sherburn facility, making our design capabilities
endless.
Please note: the following façade options have been
designed for the BENCHMARK Konnect and Karrier
Engineered Systems.

Project: Westfield Stratford City Shopping Centre
Product: BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered Façade System
with Aluminium Hook-on Cassettes
www.kingspanbenchmark.com/products/engineered-facadesystems/facade-options
0800 970 9036 (UK) +353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland)
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ALUMINIUM
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Aluminium (Al) Façade Option is the chameleon in the
range, as it is available in all cassette options and the colour
possibilities are endless.

• Most versatile metal in the range, widest choice of colours
and designs.

Aluminium is available in an anodized, brushed, textured or
in-house post-powder coated finish (chromide-free finish with
Qualicoat assurance). Colourful façades can be produced in
virtually any colour BS, NCS and RAL, or matched to other
colours on request subject to minimum production quantities.

• Displays healing properties in its natural state.

• Cost-effective.
• Strong and durable.
• Corrosion resistant.
• 100% recyclable.
• Environmental friendly, in-house powder coated colour
option is chromide-free.
• Flashings and fabrications are available in the same material
for a complete solution.

CASSETTE OPTIONS
Aluminium is available in six cassette options, Hook-on Cassette,
Extruded Plank, Tray Cassette, Recess-fixed Cassette, Shingle and
Interlocking Plank. Refer to pages 21 - 27 for details.
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ACM
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLICS

BENEFITS
The ACM (Aluminium Composite Material) Façade Option has
been created in partnership with Alucobond®.

• Superior flatness.

Alucobond® is the ‘original’, market leader in aluminium
composite panels worldwide since 1969. They offer excellent
product properties such as extraordinary flatness, a wide
variety of colours and perfect formability. Alucobond® has been
developed as a rigid and, at the same time, flexible fascia material
for architecture.

• Lightweight.

View the full Alucobond® range on the BENCHMARK website.

CASSETTE OPTIONS

• Vibration damping.
• Versatile in design, i.e. curves, bespoke printing.
• Easily fabricated.
• Large panel sizes are available.
• 100% recyclable.

Alucobond® is available in two cassette options, Hook-on
Cassette and Tray Cassette, refer to pages 22 & 24 for details.
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COPPER
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Copper (Cu) Façade Option has been created with KME,
a company who holds a leading position in the global market
for Copper and Copper Alloy products.

• Tried and tested.

The KME  TECU® range is available in seven different coppers
and copper alloys, including Classic, Patina, Oxid, Brass, Bronze
and Gold, all of which can be viewed on the BENCHMARK
website.

• Reliable and durable.

• Visually attractive and unmistakable.
• High standard of quality.
• 100% recyclable.
• Self-weathering and non-weathering surface options available.

CASSETTE OPTIONS
Copper is available in four cassette options, Hook-on Cassette,
Recess-fixed Cassette, Shingle and Interlocking Plank.
Refer to pages 22 and 25 - 27 for details.
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CORTEN STEEL
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Corten Steel (CS) Façade Option is a weathering steel
façade that naturally rusts over time, producing a striking oxide
finish.

• Excellent weathering properties.

The rust creates a protective coating that constantly forms
allowing the façade to self heal, creating a highly durable and low
maintenance option.

• High structural strength.

• Steel reforms after abrasions.
• Option to be painted and/or sealed.
• High recycled content.
• 100% recyclable.
• Low solar reflectivity.

CASSETTE OPTIONS
Corten Steel is available in three cassette options, Hook-on
Cassette, Recess-fixed Cassette and Interlocking Plank.
Refer to pages 22, 25 and 27 for details.
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STAINLESS STEEL
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Stainless Steel (SS) Façade Option has been created in
partnership with Rimex Metals Group. Specialists in metal
finishing and architectural metals, they have manufactured surface
finishes on stainless steel since 1959.

• Highly recyclable, typically contains 70% recycled material.
• Long life and durability of metal.
• Excellent lifecycle benefits.
• High corrosion resistance.

Rimex has a large range of textures, finishes and colours,
which can be viewed on the BENCHMARK website.

• Extensive design potential, i.e. colours with textures.
• Minimal maintenance.

CASSETTE OPTIONS
Stainless Steel is available in four cassette options, Hook-on
Cassette, Recess-fixed Cassette, Shingle and Interlocking Plank.
Refer to pages 22, 25 - 27 for details.
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ZINC
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Zinc (Zn) Façade Option has been created in partnership
with VMZinc.  VMZinc is one of the world leaders in the
production and recycling of non-ferrous metals.

• Natural traditional material.

VMZinc range includes Quartz-Zinc®, Anthra-Zinc® and
Pigmento® in red, blue, brown and green. All of which can be
viewed on the BENCHMARK website.

• Lightweight.

• Unique surface colour aspects.
• Harmonious and modern appearance.
• Highly durable.
• 100% recyclable.

In addition to VMZinc, an extended range of textured finishes
are available from NedZinc which can also be seen on the
website.

• VMZinc products are BRE Green Guide rated to an A+ level.
• Self-protecting, natural patina finish.
• Non-ferrous metal.

CASSETTE OPTIONS
Zinc is available in two cassette options, Shingle and
Interlocking Plank, refer to pages 26 - 27 for details.
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ENGINEERED
FAÇADE SYSTEMS
FAÇADE OPTIONS
METALLIC CASSETTES
The cassette options are determined by the type and
grade of metal chosen which, in turn, influences the
size of cassettes that can be fabricated.  The following
pages show the cassette options in more detail, but
for cassette sizes, please contact the BENCHMARK
Technical Department.

NEW

ASPECT

TO THE
RANGE

Aspect is the name of the innovative rounded
corners, which are manufactured through a new
process and can be applied to the Hook-on Cassette,
Tray Cassette and Recess-fixed Cassette.
The Metallic Cassettes incorporating the Aspect
feature are only manufactured from Aluminium.
This option is available in a variety of finishes, including
anodized and post powder coated colours.
Please refer to pages 22, 24 - 25 for further
information on these cassette options.

Project: One Brewery Wharf, Leeds
Product: ACM Hook-on Cassette System
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HOOK-ON CASSETTE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLIC CASSETTES

The Hook-on Cassette System is a secret-fix solution that can
be installed in either a landscape or portrait orientation. Large
cassettes can be fabricated due to the structural design of this
cassette system. This option is available in Aluminium*, ACM,
Copper, Corten and Stainless Steel.

Adjustable locating clips, factory-fitted with rubber isolators,
prevent rattling and wear on the cassette.
The design of the cassette allows it to hook onto the locating
clips in the vertical mullion. The cassette is secured to the
mullion using stainless steel self-drilling screws, to prevent
movement in service. All of these components/fasteners are
supplied and guaranteed by the BENCHMARK Total Guarantee.

Cassette sizes will vary with metal types and thickness.
Please contact the BENCHMARK Technical Department for
further information. They can also advise on wind loads and
design criteria.
Hook-on Cassettes are installed onto the appropriate railing
system consisting of vertical mullions, locating clips and fixings.
Engineered by Kingspan, the mullions are fixed directly to the
face of the BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System using
Fablok® fasteners.

* An Aspect version of this cassette is available, please refer to page 21 of details.
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EXTRUDED PLANK
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLIC CASSETTES

The Extruded Plank System is a secret fix option that provides
striking long cassettes, up to 6 metres in length. These cassettes
are manufactured using an extrusion technique creating a range
of extremely flat or profiled planks.
The Extruded Plank is a very competitive option, as the façade
is directly riveted to the BENCHMARK Engineered System,
removing the need for a secondary railing system. The Extruded
Plank is installed at the bottom of the elevation with a starter
rail to support the bottom row of façades and continued up the
elevation.
This option is available in extruded aluminium in a post powder
coated and anodised finish. The façade is available in a 200mm,
290mm and 390mm wide flat plank, and a 250mm wide
rectangular profiled plank. Bespoke extrusions are also available
on a project basis, please contact the BENCHMARK Technical
Department for further information.
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TRAY CASSETTE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLIC CASSETTES

The Tray Cassette is a secret-fix solution that is ideally suited
to a landscape orientation. Available in Aluminium* and ACM,
it is a slim cassette option that creates recessed joints, both
horizontally and vertically. This option offers a simple and costeffective façade.

This horizontal railing system lends itself to stretched bond
cassette arrangement as the positioning of the cassettes is
more flexible.
For further information, refer to page 42.

The Tray Cassette utilises a proven secondary support system
which is also used to install the Ceramic Granite and Coloured
Glass façade options.
The BX rail is laid horizontal and is securely fastened to the
external structure of the BENCHMARK Engineered Systems**
chosen, with expanding self-fixing aluminium and stainless steel
fasteners, at even spacings. The bottom of the cassette securely
slots into a rail runner on the BX rail and the top of the cassette
is fixed with a self-drilling screw into the base of another rail
further up the elevation.
It is recommended to work from the bottom of the elevation
up. The number of fixings is determined by the size of the
cassette and the wind loading.
* An Aspect version of this cassette is available, please refer to page 21
		 of details.
** BENCHMARK Konnect & BENCHMARK Karrier
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RECESS-FIXED CASSETTE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLIC CASSETTES

The Recess-fixed Cassette System provides the aesthetics of a
deep, bi-modular cassette with a visible fixing in the recess.
This option offers a value engineered alternative to the Hook-on
Cassette System that can also be installed both vertically and
horizontally.

If this cassette option is specified in Corten, please note that
vertical top hats are necessary for ventilation.
For installation onto the BENCHMARK Konnect Engineered
System, all types of Recessed-fixed Cassettes can be fixed
directly to the external structure, but bear in mind that
additional vertical top hats may be required.

This system is available in Aluminium*, ACM, Copper, Corten and
Stainless Steel.

Please contact the BENCHMARK Technical Department for
quantity of fixings required and best fixing method.

The Recess-fixed Cassette System does not require a secondary
support/rail system and is installed with colour matched rivets.
The façade is fixed directly through the external structural face
of the BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System.

* An Aspect version of this cassette is available, please refer to page 21 of details.
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SHINGLE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLIC CASSETTES

The Shingle cassette option is available in various sizes and
quadrilateral shapes, providing a distinctive façade solution.
This is another cost-effective method as a secondary support/
railing solution is not required as standard.

If installed onto the BENCHMARK Konnect Engineered System,
a backing board will be required to support the shingles in place.
The same fixing method would apply, however the stainless steel
clips would be fixed in place by stainless steel screws instead of
rivets.

The Shingle cassette is designed with a series of return folds on
all four sides and is fixed directly to the structural face of the
BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System by stainless steel clips
and rivets. The next shingle interlocks with the previous one
hiding the stainless steel clips, creating a concealed secret-fix
solution.

The shingle cassettes are available in Aluminium, Copper,
Stainless Steel and Zinc.
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INTERLOCKING PLANK
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / METALLIC CASSETTES

The Interlocking Plank System is a secret-fix solution that
creates slim, linear designs. This system produces striking lines
on buildings creating a bespoke look. It is available in Aluminium,
Copper, Corten, Stainless Steel and Zinc.

If this option is specified in Zinc or Corten, vertical top hats are
required for ventilation. For installation onto the BENCHMARK
Konnect Engineered System, all types of interlocking planks can
be fixed directly to the external top hats. Additional vertical top
hats may be required.

The Interlocking Plank is a very competitive option as there are
minimal requirements for a secondary support/rail system.

When installing the Interlocking Plank portrait, the orientation of
the top hats and starting position will change, however, the same
fixing method will apply. Horizontal top hats will be required for
the BENCHMARK Konnect Engineered System.

When installing the Interlocking Plank landscape, it is common
practice to start at the top of the elevation, interlocking
the top of one plank into the bottom of another. Centres
are determined by the size of cassette, please contact the
BENCHMARK Technical Department for details.
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ENGINEERED
FAÇADE SYSTEMS
FAÇADE OPTIONS
NON-METALLICS
BENCHMARK offers an inspirational range of
non-metallic façades. From contemporary Ceramic
Granite and highly reflective coloured glass, to natural
warm timber. BENCHMARK has joined forces with
market leading façade manufacturers and suppliers to
offer this extensive range.

Project: Fire & Rescue Training Centre, Strathclyde
Product: BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered Façade System
with Ceramic Granite
www.kingspanbenchmark.com/products/engineered-facadesystems/facade-options
0800 970 9036 (UK) +353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland)
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CERAMIC GRANITE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

BENEFITS
BENCHMARK has joined forces with Shackerley (Holding)
Group Limited to create the Ceramic Granite Façade System.

• A patented manufacturing process achieves individual veining
on the tiles replicating quarried stone.

Shackerley is one of the largest suppliers of unglazed ceramic
granite wall coverings. This range delivers all the beauty and
variation of naturally hewn stone such as granite or marble,
as well as offering hardwearing and impermeable characteristics.
However, unlike natural stone, this product is exceptionally
lightweight.

• Free from fissures and flaws.
• Ceramic Granite is highly resistant to moisture and frost.
• Loadings on the substrate and building exterior are reduced
in comparison with naturally quarried stone.
• Ceramic Granite is completely resistant to light and
UV radiation.
• Ceramic Granite is highly resistant to algae growth
and does not accumulate dust.
• Mechanically stronger than any natural stone.
• Impervious to effects of most acid and alkaline.
• Completely inert.
• Individual modules can be removed and replaced as necessary.
• BBA certified with the BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered
Façade System.
• LPCB approved with the BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered
Façade System.
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CERAMIC GRANITE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

Ceramic Granite is an attractive and versatile material
manufactured entirely from naturally occurring constituents refined clays, quartz, feldspars and metal oxides. Panels are dry
pressed at extremely high pressures, typically over 12,000 tonnes
and then fired at 1260°C until irreversibly fused. No bonding
agents are used in the process. The Ceramic Granite façades
achieve a Class 1 fire rating to BS 476-7: 1997 (Surface spread
of flame of products), and are Class 0 as defined by Building
Regulations.

Shackerley façades are available in a myriad of colour
combinations, veined and grained variations, replicating the
appearance of any naturally occurring granite or marble.
A selection can be viewed on the BENCHMARK website.
Natural unpolished, satin pre-polished, mirror polished and
metallic finishes are available. Please contact our Quotations
department for a minimum order quantity and lead times.

DIMENSIONS
Ceramic Granite façades are nominally 1200mm wide x 600mm
high and a standard 8mm joint between façades is required.
Smaller bespoke sizes are available.

SECONDARY RAIL SYSTEM
The façades are secretly fixed using the CG railing system.
The fixing method can be viewed on page 42.

The façades are available in 10mm or 12mm thickness
depending on the surface finish chosen.
Sizes may also vary by the colour/finish chosen. Factory made
reveals and corners are also available to add those finishing
touches.
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CERAMIC TILE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

BENEFITS
The attractive and detailed Ceramic Tile Façade System has
been developed in conjunction with Agrob Buchtal, using the
innovative KeraTwin® K20 system. Agrob Buchtal is part of
Deutsche Steinzeug Cremer & Breuer AG, a company among the
world’s leading ceramics producers.

• Offers design flexibility, i.e. profiled faces and a variety
of module sizes.
• Fast and simple installation.
• Secret-fix only, individual tiles clip onto the railing system.
• Available with HT surface coating.

The KeraTwin® K20 range of ceramic tiles offers a wide choice
of colours, finishes and textures. They are available in discreet
earthy shades, vibrant colours, patterned or hand painted designs.
The tiles can also be textured or finished with a glaze.

• Frost proof.
• Light and colour-fast, resistant to UV light.
• Low water absorption (3% < E > 6%).
• Superior resistance to aggressive environmental effects.

This system has been designed to provide a quicker and easier
installation, with fasteners for the ceramic tile already integrated
onto the vertical railing system.

• LPCB Approved with the BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered
Façade System.
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CERAMIC TILE
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

The Ceramic Tile is an extruded ceramic panel according to
DIN EN 14411: 2003 (extruded ceramic panels, Precision,
Group Alla), fired at 1250ºC. The tiles achieve a Class AI rating
and are non-combustible as defined by Building Regulations.

SECONDARY RAIL SYSTEM

Agrob Buchtal produces four colour ranges, including Spectra
View, Individual Design, Contrasting Colours and Natural
Unglazed. The first two ranges are standard with a HT
coating. Over 80 colours are available and can be viewed on
the BENCHMARK website. Please contact our Quotations
Department for minimum order quantity and lead times.

The K20 tile is simple to install and can be laid both vertically
or horizontally. The fixing method can be viewed on page 43.

DIMENSIONS

HT COATING

Tile tiles are available in depths of 200mm - 400mm, in 50mm
increments & 500mm, in lengths between 400mm - 1350mm in
50mm increments.

The HT coating is revolutionary surface coating that offers three
significant advantages: the tiles have an antibacterial effect*, are
absolutely easy to clean (self-washing effect) and capable of
eliminating odours. Three arguments which are becoming more
and more important in modern architecture.
The third function is based on the photocatalytic principle:
disagreeable and harmful odours such as formaldehyde or
ammonia are eliminated by the activated oxygen, and thus a
lasting improvement of the air quality is achieved. This is also
applicable for industrial and car exhaust gases: scientific analyses
have shown that 1000m2 of HT façade area clean the air as
effectively as 70 medium-sized deciduous trees.
* Documentation and approval regarding the antibacterial characteristics
of HT are pending in the USA.
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FIBRE CEMENT
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Fibre Cement Façade System has been created in
partnership with Marley Eternit, incorporating their EQUITONE
façades into the range. An exceptional range of fibre cement
façades in a variety of natural textures and expressive surfaces.

• Smooth, granular or matt surfaces.

EQUITONE fibre cement façades are manufactured from
premium fibre cement, in which the raw beauty from within
offers a unique and subtle coloured tactile material. This product
is an innovation leader in the global fibre cement façade market
and inspires architects with materials worthy of the most high
profile projects.

• Resistant to insects, mould growth and fungi.

• A wide range of colour options, including natural shades
and through colours.
• Excellent weather resistance.
• Frost proof.
• BBA certified.
• Anti-graffiti and UV coatings are available.
• Natural and renewable non-directional façade finish.
• BRE A+ rated.

Note: this product was previously known as Cementitious Boards.
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FIBRE CEMENT
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

EQUITONE is a range of different materials available offering
architect a choice of finishes:
• EQUITONE [natura] is a natural through-coloured material
with clearly visible yet subtle fibre cement matrix;
• EQUITONE [tectiva] is an original through coloured material
with highly expressive fibre cement structure;
• EQUITONE [pictura] is a smooth ultra matt finish in a
selection of contemporary colour coatings;
• EQUITONE [textura] is a textured finish in a range of vivid
non-transparent colour coatings.

A large range of through coloured and solid colour materials are
available and can be viewed on the BENCHMARK website.

DIMENSIONS
Maximum boards available after trimming by fabricators are
2500mm x 1250mm, 3100mm x 1250mm and
3100mm x 1500mm*. A standard 10mm joint between boards
is required.
*	The façades are available in 8mm or 12mm thickness
depending on the fixing method.

Marley Eternit also offers a fibre cement alternative to timber
cladding which is low maintenance and rot free.
Architectural fibre cement material meets the requirements
of Category A, Class 2 to BS EN 12467: 2004 (Fibre-cement
flat sheets). The façades are manufactured by a batch-blending
operation, followed by the Hatchek process and high-pressure
steam autoclaving or air curing. Fibre Cement façades achieve a
Class 0 to BS476 - 6: 1989 (Fire propagation for products) and
BS476 - 7: 1997 (Surface spread of flame of products) and have
a European fire classification of A2-s1, d0 (suitable to be used on
buildings over 20m).

SECONDARY RAIL SYSTEM
EQUITONE façades can be installed using a secret fix and face
fix method. Both methods include a top hat for ventilation.
Please refer to the FF System, on page 43 and the SF System
(with a top hat), on page 44 for details.
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HPL COMPACT
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

BENEFITS
The HPL Compact Façade System has been created in
partnership with Trespa®, to provide a versatile and decorative
high-pressure laminate (HPL) façade option.

• Versatile façade solution.

Trespa International BV is a world leader in the development,
manufacture and supply of high performance façades.

• Face fix and secret fix façade options.

Trespa Meteon façades range offers nearly limitless design
possibilities with various colours, rhythms and depths to nextgeneration architectural claddings. Extensively used in vertical
applications, Trespa® Meteon® façades are vandal resistant, robust
and have a long life performance.

• BBA certified.

®

• Weather and colour stable when tested to EN 438-2: 29.
• Very high resistance to impact damage.
• Low maintenance and easy to clean.

®

• Resistant to moisture, mold and no edge treatment is required.
• PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification) certified products are available.
• LPCB approved with the BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered
Façade System.
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HPL COMPACT
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

Trespa Meteon is a flat panel, based on thermosetting resin,
homogeneously reinforced with wood based fibres and
manufactured under high pressure and temperatures.
The panels have an integral decorative surface using
in-house technologies, Electron Beam Curing and Dry Forming
(mix of up to 70% wood based fibres and thermosetting resins).

Trespa® Meteon® colour range includes Metallics, Wood Decors,
Naturals and Uni Colours, creating a palette of over 100 colours
and prints. Please visit the website to view the full range.
The above colours are also available in four textures: satin, rock,
gloss and matt.

®

®

DIMENSIONS

FR grade achieves a European fire classification of B-s2d0 and
Standard grade achieves D-s2d0 to EN 438-7 (High-pressure
decorative laminates (HPL)).

Standard sheet sizes are 3050mm length x 1530mm and
2550mm length x 1860mm, as well as 3650mm length x
1860mm and 4270mm length x 2130mm widths. Trespa®
Meteon® is fabricated in-house by BENCHMARK to the
required façade module specified. A standard 10mm joint
between boards is required.

SECONDARY RAILING SYSTEM
Trespa® Meteon® can be installed using a face fix and secret fix
method. Please refer to the FF System, on page 43 and the SF
System (without a top hat), on page 44 for details.

The façade is available in 8mm, 10mm or 13mm thickness
depending on the specified size and fixing method.
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COLOURED GLASS
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Coloured Glass Façade System has been created in
partnership with Saint-Gobain to bring an elegant glass façade
solution to the range.

• Natural reflective characteristics.

Saint-Gobain Glass is a global glass manufacturer offering a
diverse range of glass types, functions and performances. This
highly reflective and contemporary façade system provides
architects the freedom to be creative and original with glass.

• Secret fix and face fix installation.

• Exceptional durability and colour stability.
• Wide array of colours, textures and prints available.
• Clean façade requiring little or no maintenance.
• Environmentally friendly, 100% recyclable lead-free enamel
coating.

Saint-Gobain Solaglas external façade range includes opaque
colours, screen printed and textured façades that can be secret
fixed or face fixed to add further detail.

• Toughened safety glass, manufactured in accordance with
BS EN 12150.
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COLOURED GLASS
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

The coloured glass is produced by uniformly enamelling one
side of the glass. The new enamels used do not contain any
dangerous heavy metals* in particular: lead, cadmium, mercury
or chromium VI. The enamel is fired at a very high temperature
in order to fuse permanently with the glass surface, giving the
product exceptional durability.

Saint-Gobain’s glass range includes Emalit® (26 opaque standard
colours), Seralit* (screen printed glass in 8 patterns), Masterglass*
(textured glass in 5 patterns), Emalit® Structure and Diamant (an
extra clear low-iron glass with reduced green tint).

*

*

To be used in conjunction with Emalit® - to be referred to as Emalit® Contract.

DIMENSIONS

<1000 ppm in the content of the paint.

Maximum glass modules for secret fix installation is
1200mm x 600mm. Maximum size for face fix installation is
2400mm x 1200mm. The thicknesses of the glass is either
8mm or 10mm, depending on fixing method chosen.

SECONDARY RAILING SYSTEMS
Saint-Gobain’s glass façade can be installed using a secret fix and
face fix methods. Please refer to page 42 for both details.
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TIMBER
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

BENEFITS
The Timber Façade System has been created in partnership with
Vincent Timber to provide a natural range of timber cladding.

• Sourced from sustainable forests with PEFC or FSC
(Forest Stewardship Council) certification.

Vincent Timber is a family-owned company now in its third
generation and is one of the UK’s most knowledgeable,
respected and fastest growing manufacturers and distributors of
natural timber cladding available today.

• Available in translucent and opaque coatings on a wide variety
of timber substrates.

Vincent Timber supplies an extensive range of wood species,
including Accoya, Siberian Larch, Sweet Chestnut, Thermowood
and Western Red Cedar; bringing aesthetic charm to almost any
project.

• Environmentally compatible, 100% recyclable and
naturally renewable.

• A variety of profiles are available in each wood type.
• Retains natural strength and beauty.

• Naturally durable and easily repairable, without any
requirement for additional preservatives.
• Additional treatments are available – fire retardant
impregnated treatments*, thermally modified options and
factory coatings can be applied in controlled conditions.
• Lightweight, naturally warm material.
• Available in a wide range of styles, finishes and designs.
* Fire retardants can only be applied currently to Siberian Larch, Thermowood and
Western Red Cedar to Euro Class ‘B’ & ‘C’
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TIMBER
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

Sustainably sourced natural timber, varying from hard to
softwood, cut to order.

Accoya – Light yellow consistent colour that ages to a blue stain/
grey. Factory coated recommended.

Fire treatments are available for Siberian Larch, Thermowood
and Western Red Cedar, please contact the BENCHMARK
Technical Department for advice.

Siberian larch – Pale yellow. Most timbers vary in colour and will
change with use, the application of finishes and exposure to light.
Sweet Chestnut – Pale golden brown to biscuit, some dark
brown stain can be present, and ages if left unprotected.

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Thermowood – A superior base for receiving surface treatment
as opposed to normal softwood as there is much less movement
in Thermowood. However, it can be left untreated to turn grey in
colour if a more natural effect is required.

The full range can be installed both vertically and horizontally
onto timber battens. Please refer to page 45 for details.

Western Red Cedar – Varies from light pink to dark brown,
weathering to silver grey.

DIMENSIONS
Each specie can vary in length, thickness and profiles available.
For further information, please contact the BENCHMARK
Technical Department.
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SUPPORT SYSTEMS
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS
CG System

BX rails / straps are secured to the façade using
undercut stainless steel expanding anchors.
These are factory fitted when fabricated.

BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System vertically laid

Ceramic Granite /
Coloured Glass Façade

KSAFL6 fastener at 1000mm centres top and
bottom, staggered at 500mm centres

Horizontal BX rail with 2 no. full length isolation strip
and 10mm expansion gap every 6m

Straps are secured to the secondary rail using
self-drilling / self-tapping stainless steel fasteners

FF Glass System

Coloured Glass Façade
BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System vertically laid

KSSVG25 PVC seal
KSAFL6 fasteners at centres
to suit glass size and wind loads
Support Rail

KSAFL6 fasteners at centres
to suit glass size and wind loads

KSSVG25 PVC seal

Glass thickness to suit wind loads
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SUPPORT SYSTEMS
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS
K20 System

24mm

20mm

Ceramic Tile K20 Façade
BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System vertically laid

8mm

10mm

63mm

10mm

Tile module
200, 250, 300, 350 & 400mm

99mm

KSA FL6 fasteners to suit
CT20-OMEGA645 vertical

CT20-OMEGA645 vertical omega profile.
Bedded on KSSVG25 PVC seal

FF System

38mm
8mm

30mm

HPL Compact / Fibre Cement Façade
BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System vertically laid

KSA FL6 fasteners at 500mm cr/s

SVG25 PVC Seal

KSAL-30-OMEGA/P

10mm

Blind rivet fixing
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SUPPORT SYSTEMS
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS
SF System
Without Top Hat

36mm

BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System vertically laid

HPL Compact Façade
Bracket KSIFB-WL-PTS-50

KSAFL6 fasteners at 484mm cr/s
subject to applied loads

Carrier Rail KSIFB-CR

10mm

SVG2540 PVC Seal

Adjusting Screw KSM8X15HS
Locking Screw KSIFB-LS

KSAFL6 fasteners at 484mm cr/s
subject to applied loads

Bracket KSIFB-DL-PTS-50

SVG2540 PVC Seal

Carrier Rail KSIFB-CR

10 or 13mm
80mm

SF System
With Top Hat

12mm

68mm

BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System vertically laid

Fibre Cement Façade
Bracket KSIFB-WL-PTS-50
Carrier Rail KSIFB-CR

10mm

Rail Fastener

KSAL-30-OMEGA/P at 600mm centres
Adjusting Screw KSM8X15HS
Locking Screw KSIFB-LS
Bracket KSIFB-DL-PTS-50
Carrier Rail KSIFB-CR
SVG2540 PVC Seal

KSA FL6 fasteners at 484mm cr/s
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SUPPORT SYSTEMS
ENGINEERED FAÇADE SYSTEMS / FAÇADE OPTIONS / NON-METALLICS
Timber System
Horizontally laid

Timber Façade horizontally laid

TC Nail fastener

TW Batten 42 x 42 Thermowood
batten at 600mm cr/s

SVG2540 PVC Seal

BENCHMARK Karrier Engineered System vertically laid

BF Screw fastener

Timber System
Vertically laid

BFScrew 100 fastener
(clearance hole in Thermowood batten required)

TWBatten 42 x 42 Thermowood batten

Timber Façade vertically laid

BENCHMARK Karrier System - vertically laid

TWBatten 20 x 42 Thermowood counter batten

SVG2540 PVC foam tape

TC Nail fastener
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INTEGRATED
FAÇADE SYSTEM
BENCHMARK is proud to present its latest and most
innovative product of its range, BENCHMARK Kreate,
a fully integrated façade solution using insulated panel
technology. Completely bespoke and fully inspirational,
BENCHMARK Kreate is made-to-order to the
specifier’s free design.

www.kingspanbenchmark.com/products/integrated-facade-system
0800 970 9036 (UK) +353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland)
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BENCHMARK KREATE
INTEGRATED FAÇADE SYSTEM
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BENCHMARK KREATE
INTEGRATED FAÇADE SYSTEM

BENEFITS
BENCHMARK Kreate is the first integrated insulated panel and
aluminium façade system of its kind. Each high performance
insulated panel is made of multiple cassettes of a minimum
size of 307mm. The seamless aluminium cassettes with Aspect
smooth rounded corners are cleverly integrated into each panel.
The façade’s design is truly bespoke, in terms of the amount of
cassettes, their arrangement along with their individual size and
colour. Cassettes on the same panel can have different sizes, as
well as individual colours, offering complete freedom at design
level. The cassettes are finished in a post-powder coating, which
is available in any BS or RAL colour (chromide-free finish with
Qualicoat assurance). The design of the façade can be assisted by
a member of the BENCHMARK Technical Department.

• Truly bespoke single component façade system.
• Multi-option design flexibility, with variable panel sizes, cassette
arrangement and colour options.
• Rapid installation when compared to multiply component
traditional rainscreen systems.
• Panels up to 6000mm in length are available.
• Reduced risk of accidents as less time is spent working at height
• One supplier and delivery.
• All the advantages of a high performance insulated panel system.
• LPCB approved.
• Available with the BENCHMARK Total Guarantee.
• No façade fire stops required.

DIMENSIONS

Core
thickness

1000mm cover widths

PERFORMANCE
U-Value

Acoustics

Overall Thickness (mm)

104

124

174

Core Thickness (mm) 		

80

100

150

BENCHMARK Kreate panels have a single-figure weighted sound
reduction Rw = 24dB.

0.21

0.13#

Available Size

U-value (W/m K)		0.26
2

#

#

Available in a cover width of 600mm -1200mm. The panel can
vary from a minimum length of 1000mm to a maximum of
6000mm (subject to the cassette sizes and arrangements).
The cassette sizes can vary from 307mm x 307mm to
3800mm x 1174mm, please contact the BENCHMARK Technical
Department for design advice.

Note: Please refer to page 7 for U-value compliance.

Fire
Panels are FireSafe approved by the Loss Prevention
Certification Board (LPCB) to LPS 1181 Grade EXT-B.

CASSETTE ARRANGEMENTS
The following table illustrates the maximum number of cassettes possible with the ‘cut off ’ points being indicated below in 1mm increments:
Columns of Cassettes
7
8

Rows

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

18

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

18

2

2

4

6

8

10

12

3

3

6

9

12

15

18

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

36

21

24

27

30

33

36

39

42

45

54

Length Restriction			1m			2m			3m			4m			5m

6m
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DESIGN
WALL SERIES
The Design Wall Series comprise a range of premium
flat insulated panels with distinctive features, textures
and colours. They can be laid vertically or horizontally
and can integrate easily with each other and the rest
of the BENCHMARK range for complete design
flexibility.
The Design Wall Series provide excellent weather
resistance, thermal, fire and structural performance.
These lightweight solutions can be rapidly installed on
buildings of any height, integrating easily with doors,
windows, glazing, louvres and traditional construction
materials.
These panels can be installed onto lightweight Steel
Framing Systems (SFS), available from Kingspan Steel
Building Solutions (www.kingspanprofiles.com)
or Kingspan Multibeam purlin and rail systems
from Kingspan Structural Products & Systems
(www.kingspanstructural.com).
They are all manufactured from the highest quality
materials, using state of the art production equipment
to rigorous quality control standards, approved to
BS EN ISO 9001: 2008 (Quality management systems.
Requirements). All of the BENCHMARK products are
available with a single sourced BENCHMARK Total
Guarantee.

Project: Aten Offices, Netherlands
Product: BENCHMARK Evolution Recess

www.kingspanbenchmark.com/products/design-wall-series
0800 970 9036 (UK) +353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland)
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BENCHMARK EVOLUTION
DESIGN WALL SERIES

BENEFITS

BENCHMARK Evolution is a stylish range of premium flat
insulated panels. This range can be cranked, mitred, curved and
is available with an impressive range of joint connection details.
The range includes:

• Provides Property & Business Protection - Loss Prevention
Certification Board (LPCB) LPS 1181 certified insurer
approved FireSafe systems deliver certainty of performance
and insurability.

• BENCHMARK Evolution Axis (previously known as Standard
Evolution) is the original premium unprofiled insulated panel
system;

• Available in cover widths from 600 up to 1000mm in 1mm
increments. Please contact the Quotations Department for
specific detail.

• BENCHMARK Evolution Multi-Groove (previously known as
Evolution G) is a premium flat panel that can have up to three
grooves engineered into the surface of the panel, creating the
illusion of varying panel widths;

• BBA certification pending.
• Pre-formed corners and curved panels can be created.
• Suitable for vertical or horizontal applications.

• BENCHMARK Evolution Recess (previously known as
Evolution Q2) has a folded edge detail with a recessed rubber
gasket, creating a 3D joint effect. This effect creates the illusion
of a rainscreen façade introducing another dimension;

• Accelerated build speed through pre-engineered,
single component, single-fix installation.
• EcoSafe, environmentally sustainable panel system which
can achieve a Green Guide ‘A+’ rating.

• BENCHMARK Evolution Reveal (previously known as
Evolution J) is a premium flat panel with a 50mm, 100mm
or 150mm reveal along the panel;

• Easily accommodates openings, penetrations and
complex façades.

• BENCHMARK Evolution Reveal Recess is a panel that has
a combination of a variable reveal and 3D joint effect. Just
another feature to create depth and detail to specifiers designs.

• Simple integration with doors, windows, glazing, louvres
and traditional construction materials.
• Lifetime insulation continuity, thermal performance and
airtightness (less than 5m3/hr/m2) certainty.

The BENCHMARK Evolution range provides the aesthetics and
architectural detailing required today but without the complexity.
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BENCHMARK EVOLUTION
DESIGN WALL SERIES

DIMENSIONS
Core
thickness

600-1000mm cover widths

PERFORMANCE
U-Value

Acoustics

Core
Thickness
(mm)

BENCHMARK Evolution insulated panels have a single-figure
weighted sound reduction Rw = 24dB.
45

60

70

80

100

120

140

150

U-value
(W/m2K)

0.52

0.35

0.30

0.26#

0.21#

0.18#

0.15#

0.13#

Weight
kg/m2

10.9

11.5

11.9

12.3

13.1

13.9

14.6

15.0

Colours
BENCHMARK Evolution range of products are available in three
colours options, two of which provide a smooth finish: Kingspan
Spectrum® and Euramax.
The third is a textured render that can be applied to any of the
products of the range. All three options can be viewed on the
BENCHMARK website.

Note: Please refer to page 7 for U-value compliance.

Fire
Panels are FireSafe approved by the Loss Prevention
Certification Board (LPCB) to LPS 1181 Grade EXT-B.

Available Length
Standard lengths are from 1.8 to 12 metres. Panel lengths up to
17 metres are available. Panels less than 1.8m long can be
supplied but are subject to an additional surcharge.
These panels cannot be end lapped.

The external and internal faces of the panels are Class 0 in
accordance with the Building Regulations when tested to
BS 476-6: 1989 (Fire propagation for products) and
BS 476-7: 1997 (Surface spread of flame of products) and
have a European fire classification of B-s2, d0.

BENCHMARK
Evolution Axis

BENCHMARK
Evolution Multi-Groove

BENCHMARK
Evolution Recess
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BENCHMARK
Evolution Reveal

BENCHMARK
Evolution Reveal Recess

Project: Bideford College, Devon
Roof Product: Envirodek Insulated Roof Deck
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ROOF SYSTEMS
BENCHMARK brings together a selection of roof
systems. BENCHMARK Envirodek insulated roof
deck that has been designed for green roof systems.
BENCHMARK Roofliner and BENCHMARK Topspan
insulated panels that are ideal for standing seam
waterproofing systems and single ply membranes.
These panel systems can be installed from
rafter-to-rafter.
All products are manufactured from the highest
quality materials, using state of the art production
equipment to rigorous quality control standards,
approved to BS EN ISO 9001: 2008 (Quality
management systems. Requirements). All of the
BENCHMARK products are available with a single
sourced BENCHMARK Total Guarantee.

Project: Bideford College, Devon
Product: BENCHMARK Envirodek

www.kingspanbenchmark.com/products/roof-systems
0800 970 9036 (UK) +353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland)
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BENCHMARK ENVIRODEK
Courtesy of IKO plc

ROOF SYSTEM / GREEN ROOF

BENEFITS
BENCHMARK Envirodek is a PIR insulated roof deck that has
been specifically designed to support extensive and intensive
green roof systems. BENCHMARK Envirodek gives you the
ability to transform urban spaces into greener environments,
helping to reduce dust, smog levels, and retain rainwater thereby
aiding flood management.

• Cost-effective green roof solution.

Sedum mats and plug planting green roof solutions are currently
proving to be really popular, with an increasing interest in semi
intensive construction to encourage biodiversity. BENCHMARK
Envirodek is being specified on projects such as schools,
healthcare and city centre buildings for visual appeal or to create
a useable space.

• Double spans of up to 6m can be achieved depending
upon load and roof type.

• Safe, quick and easy to install.
• Lightweight, highly insulated and energy efficient.
• Installation rates of up to 1000m2 per day with the aid
of mechanical handling equipment.

• Suitable for curved roofs down to 15m concave and
30m convex radius.
• Compatible with a wide range of waterproofing membranes.
• Lifetime insulation continuity, thermal performance
and airtightness (less than 5m3/hr/m2) certainty.

BENCHMARK Envirodek should be installed with a suitable
waterproofing membrane, prior to a green roof solution being
installed. IPS Rubberfuse is just one of the suppliers that utilise
this system as one of their offerings when designing a green roof.

• BENCHMARK Envirodek is a member of
the Green Roof Organisation (GRO).

Green roofs create an attractive environment whilst enhancing
the thermal, acoustic performance and roof lifespan, protecting
the underlying waterproofing system from the elements.
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BENCHMARK ENVIRODEK
ROOF SYSTEM / GREEN ROOF

DIMENSIONS
1000mm cover width

Core thickness
160mm
40mm

108mm

Thermal Performance
Core Thickness (mm)

Fire
66

102

126

U-Value (W/m2K)

0.25

0.18#

0.15#

Weight kg/m2

20.4

21.8

22.8

Steel inner and outer facings have a predicted Class 1 surface
spread of flame to BS476 Part 7: 1987, and are Class 0 as
defined by Building Regulations. The panel surfaces are rated
FAA/SAA to BS476: Part 3: 1975.
Acoustics

England & Wales: 0.18 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.
This U-value or better is recommended for compliance and are marked in bold.          

BENCHMARK Envirodek panels have a predicted single-figure
weighted sound reduction Rw = 27dB. The addition of a green
roofing system will enhance the acoustic performance in
practice.

Scotland: 0.20 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.  This U-value or better is
recommended for compliance and are marked #.           
Northern Ireland: 0.25 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.  This U-value or
better is recommended for compliance and is highlighted in grey.
Republic of Ireland: The recommended roof U-values are dependent on the method chosen:

Available Lengths

Overall Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.25 W/m²K
Elemental Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.20 W/m²K

Standard lengths are from 1.8 up to 14 metres. Lengths over
14 metres and up to 16 metres can be supplied but are subject
to an additional transport surcharge.
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BENCHMARK TOPSPAN
ROOF SYSTEM / STANDING SEAM & MEMBRANE

BENEFITS
BENCHMARK Topspan is a PIR insulated roof deck combining a
structural deck and metal top sheet in one product. The panels
are suitable for zinc, stainless steel and aluminium standing seam
waterproofing systems and single-ply membranes such as IPS
Rubberfuse.

• Suitable for frame-to-frame spanning of up to 8 metres.

BENCHMARK Topspan provides a clear span capability of up
to 8 metres and is faster to install than alternative built-up roof
deck systems. The internal face of the deck is pre-finished with a
fresh white inner coating that provides a smooth clean interior
finish. BENCHMARK Topspan is suitable for flat or curved roof
applications with a convex or concave radius of 20 metres and is
ideal or new build or refurbishment projects.

• Suitable for flat, low pitch and curved roof applications.

• Installation rates of up to 1000m2 per day with the aid of
mechanical handling equipment.
• Ideal for zinc, stainless steel and aluminium standing seam
systems and single-ply membranes.
• Lifetime insulation continuity, thermal performance and
airtightness (less than 5m3/hr/m2) certainty.
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BENCHMARK TOPSPAN
ROOF SYSTEM / STANDING SEAM & MEMBRANE

DIMENSIONS
1000mm cover width

Core thickness
160mm
40mm

108mm

Thermal Performance
Core Thickness (mm)

Fire
66

102

126

U-Value (W/m2K)

0.25

0.18#

0.15#

Weight kg/m2

20.4

21.8

22.8

Steel inner and outer facings have a predicted Class 1 surface
spread of flame to BS476 Part 7: 1987, and are Class 0 as
defined by Building Regulations. The panel surfaces are rated
FAA/SAA to BS476: Part 3: 1975.
Acoustics

England & Wales: 0.18 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.
This U-value or better is recommended for compliance and are marked in bold.          
Scotland: 0.20 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.  This U-value or better is
recommended for compliance and are marked #.           

BENCHMARK Topspan panels have a predicted single-figure
weighted sound reduction Rw = 27dB.

Northern Ireland: 0.25 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.  This U-value or
better is recommended for compliance and is highlighted in grey.

Available Lengths
Standard lengths are from 1.8 up to 14 metres. Lengths over
14 metres and up to 16 metres can be supplied but are subject
to an additional transport surcharge.

Republic of Ireland: The recommended roof U-values are dependent on the method chosen:
Overall Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.25 W/m²K
Elemental Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.20 W/m²K
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BENCHMARK ROOFLINER
ROOF SYSTEM / STANDING SEAM & MEMBRANE

BENEFITS
BENCHMARK Roofliner is a PIR insulated roof panel that is ideal
for standing seam finishes. The panels are specifically designed for
zinc, stainless steel and aluminium standing seam waterproofing
systems and single-ply membranes.

• Safe, quick and easy to install.

BENCHMARK Roofliner insulated panels enhance
weathertightness, thermal, airtightness, fire resistance and the
structural performance of a building. It is suitable for buildings
with flat, pitched and curved roofs with a convex or concave
radius of 20 metres, when used on a frame-to-frame long
spanning structure.

• Convex or concave radius of 20 metres can be achieved
with the 600mm wide roofliner.

• Ideal for zinc, stainless steel and aluminium standing seam
systems and single-ply membranes.
• Suitable for flat, low pitch and curved roof applications.

• Available in a larger range of thicknesses.
• Achieves a U-value as low as 0.09W/m2K with a 220mm
thick insulated panel.
• Attractive flat internal liner profile.
• Creates a safe working platform, allowing early removal of
safety nets.

<- ?
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BENCHMARK ROOFLINER
ROOF SYSTEM / STANDING SEAM & MEMBRANE

DIMENSIONS
600 / 1200mm cover width

Thermal Performance

Fire

Core
Thickness
(mm)

The steel outer and inner facings have Class 1 surface spread of
flame to BS 476-7: 1997 (Surface spread of flame of products),
are Class 0, as defined by Building Regulations and have a
European fire classification of B-s2, d0.

80

100

125

150

175

200

220

U-value
(W/m2K)

0.25

0.20# 0.16# 0.14#

0.12#

0.10#

0.09#

Weight*
kg/m2

13.6

14.4

17.4

18.4

19.1

15.4

16.4

Acoustics
Roofliner panel has a predicted single-figure weighted sound
reduction Rw = 24dB.

England & Wales: 0.18 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.
This U-value or better is recommended for compliance and are marked in bold.

Available Lengths

Scotland: 0.20 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof. This U-value or better is
recommended for compliance and are marked #.

Standard lengths are from 1.8 to 12 metres. Lengths of
12 metres up to 16.5 metres can be supplied but are
subject to an additional transport surcharge.

Northern Ireland: 0.25 W/m²K is U-value used for Notional Building roof.
This U-value or better is recommended for compliance and is highlighted in grey.
Republic of Ireland: The recommended roof U-values are dependent on the method chosen:
Overall Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.25 W/m²K
Elemental Heat Loss Method ≤ 0.20 W/m²K
* Weights are based on 0.7mm external metal sheet and 0.5mm internal liner.
Note: These U-values are based on a 1100mm wide panel with Stainless Steel fixings.
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BENCHMARK SERVICES
SUPPORTING YOUR PROJECT WITH
EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE EVERY STEP
OF THE WAY
Technical Advice

Marketing Support

Our comprehensive technical advisory service provides support
at every stage of your project, assisting with building design,
application and installation issues. We have the expertise and
experience in providing technical designs and economical
construction solutions on projects with complex internal
environments.

Our marketing services team aims to offer a 24-hour turn
around on standard sample and literature requests. This service
ensures that there are no delays with planning or client approval
of material, so your project begins on-site and on-time.
We provide additional marketing support through the use of
project case studies and can provide images on request.

We can work with you to advise and recommend roof and
wall solutions for your project. Call 0800 970 9036 (UK),
+353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland), to speak to one of our advisors.

Customer Service/Sales

You can submit drawings online at www.kingspanbenchmark.com
and we will get back to you with tailored solutions.

From on-time deliveries to fast turn around of orders, we offer
unrivalled customer service to ensure orders are received on
site and in pristine condition. We regularly carry out surveys to
ensure that our service levels remain high.

Field Service Support Engineers

Quotes

Free contractor training is provided on the installation of new
and existing products at our specially designed facility. We offer a
site inspection service throughout the construction stages as well
as advice on mechanical handling solutions.

To receive a quote and expected lead times for your designs
please call one of our team on
+44 (0) 1352 716170 (UK), +353 (0) 42 969 8555 (Ireland).
Sales Team
Our fully trained and highly experienced Sales Team are
available to meet and discuss your architectural details when
you need them. We can assist with product integration,
building design and bespoke solutions to achieve the level of
detail required. To ensure your vision becomes reality, visit
www.kingspanbenchmark.com/contact-us and type in your
postcode to find your local Area Sales Manager.

Please refer to the back page for contact details.
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A
TURNING
POINT
IN
BUILDING
DESIGN

BENCHMARK SUPPORT
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Tel: +44 (0) 800 970 9036 (UK)
Tel: +353 (0) 42 969 8529 (Ireland)
Email: technical@kingspanbenchmark.com

MARKETING SERVICES
(SAMPLES AND LITERATURE)
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 717251 (UK)
Tel: +353 (0) 42 969 8540 (Ireland)
Email: info@kingspanbenchmark.com

QUOTATION HOTLINE
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 716170 (UK)
Tel: +353 (0) 42 969 8555 (Ireland)
Email: enquiries@kingspanbenchmark.com

SALES
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 716100 (UK)
Tel: +353 (0) 42 969 8500 (Ireland)
Email: info@kingspanbenchmark.com

BENCHMARK  Greenfield Business Park 2, Greenfield, Holywell, Flintshire, CH8 7GJ, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 716100 Fax: +44 (0) 1352 710161 info@kingspanbenchmark.com www.kingspanbenchmark.com
Care has been taken to ensure that the contents of this publication are accurate, but Kingspan Limited and its subsidiary companies do not accept responsibility for errors or for
information that is found to be misleading. Suggestions for, or description of, the end use or application of products or methods of working are for information only and Kingspan
Limited and its subsidiaries accept no liability in respect thereof.
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